
PRODUCTS & ACCESSORIES

Legacy Fence Range

Legacy Rail – BOLD

135mm — Impact resistant, flexible fencing.
 Safer ― Legacy flexible rail  

absorbs impact, reducing the risk  
of serious horse injuries.

 High Quality ― Legacy Fence 
material is a blend of impact 
modifiers, UV stabilisers and 
anti-fungicides. This specialised 
formulation provides added 
durability, as well as stain and  
mildew resistance.

 Low Maintenance ― Will not 
splinter, rot, rust or crack. Minimal 
upkeep is required throughout the life 
of your fence. Simply adjust tension 
when needed.

 Stronger ― Each rail has up to 
1900kg’s  of break strength. This helps 
provide sound perimeter protection 
against possible fallen trees and 
roadside damage.

 Climate Tough ― Withstands 
temperature conditions from -40°C  
to 93°C without becoming brittle  
or experiencing breakdown.

 Fast Installation ― Legacy rail 
installs in a continuous length and 
does not need paint. Simply unroll, 
attach and adjust tension.

Classic board fencing, superior horse safety.
Limited Lifetime Warranty.L IM IT E D  WA R R A NTY

LIFE
TIME



CODE: LR5201BK
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Bold Rail  

— Black  — 201m Roll
SIZE: 135mm x 201m
COLOUR: Black
WEIGHT: 69kg
LIMITED WARRANTY: Lifetime

CODE: LR5201NL
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Bold Rail   

— Natural — 201m Roll
SIZE: 135mm x 201m
COLOUR: Natural
WEIGHT: 69kg
LIMITED WARRANTY: Lifetime

CODE: LR5201WT
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Bold Rail   

— White — 201m Roll
SIZE: 135mm x 201m
COLOUR: White
WEIGHT: 69kg
LIMITED WARRANTY: Lifetime

CODE: 5LBBK
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Line Bracket  

— Black — 135mm
SIZE: 135mm
COLOUR: Black

Bold board fencing, superior horse safety.
Legacy Bold is our premium and most asked for rail that  
closely resembles traditional board fence. It carries a Limited 
Lifetime Manufacturing Warranty, that is transferable one time.  
No other fencing on the market today offers this benefit!

Client testimonial
“Thank you so much for making a fence that withstood the storm and the trees that fell on it.  
My Legacy Rail fencing held the trees and snapped back into place when I was able to get the trees  
cut.  I am telling everyone about it ― words cannot express the money I have saved with having 
installed your fencing.”



CODE: L5ETKBK
DESCRIPTION: Legacy End Tensioner  

Kit — Black— 135mm
SIZE: 135mm
COLOUR: Black

CODE: L5ETKNL
DESCRIPTION: Legacy End Tensioner  

Kit — Natural— 135mm
SIZE: 135mm
COLOUR: Natural

CODE: L5ETKWT
DESCRIPTION: Legacy End Tensioner  

Kit — White— 135mm
SIZE: 135mm
COLOUR: White

CODE: 5LBNL
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Line Bracket  

— Natural — 135mm
SIZE: 135mm
COLOUR: Natural

CODE: 5LBWT
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Line Bracket  

— White — 135mm
SIZE: 135mm
COLOUR: White

“Thank you so much for making a fence that withstood the storm and the trees that fell on it.  
My Legacy Rail fencing held the trees and snapped back into place when I was able to get the trees  
cut.  I am telling everyone about it ― words cannot express the money I have saved with having 
installed your fencing.”

Legacy Rail has also survived some of the greatest storms and severe weather. Trees have fallen on this fence, putting more  

pressure on the rail than any farm animal would. The rail will flex 150mm–200mm on impact. In most cases, the trees were  

cut off the fence and the rails have sprung back. With superior break strength and flexibility, the force of an impact radiates down  

the entire line of fencing dissipating that force. No traditional wood fence can offer you that kind of strength or forgiveness. 

Use in combination with our other rails to create a custom fence made for your particular horses. The rails are also saturated  

with UV inhibitors and anti-fungicides.

NATURAL

CODE: L5EPBK
DESCRIPTION: Legacy End Plate Kit  

— Black — 135mm
SIZE:  135mm
COLOUR: Black

BLACK

CODE: L5EPNL
DESCRIPTION: Legacy End Plate Kit  

— Natural — 135mm
SIZE:  135mm
COLOUR: Natursal

NATURAL

WHITE

CODE: L5EPWT
DESCRIPTION: Legacy End Plate Kit  

— White — 135mm
SIZE:  135mm
COLOUR: White

WHITE



Your lifetime fencing partner.  
With you, every step.

1800 102 233

info@stockandnoble.com.au

stockandnoble.com.au

NOTE: Unroll fencing rather than pulling from the center. Folding the rail flat onto itself will create a weak spot when tension is pulled. Be sure to keep 
a curve in the fence rail when folding. Our warranty is against any manufacturer’s defect or weathering, not improper installation that causes failure.

 End Tighteners are unique to Stock and Noble Legacy Rail. 

They allow one person to tighten the fence run. One end 

tightener, along with one end plate, is needed for a 201m 

straight stretch of rail. End tighteners can also be used  

at the start of your fence and at the end of your fence 

(depending on layout). 

 Line brackets are securely fastened to the post with  

tech screws. 

 Splice Plates seamlessly joins two rails. 

 End Plates cleanly terminate the rail opposite of an end 

tightener on 201m stretches of fence or less. (End tighteners 

can also be used on both ends depending on layout). 

 Legacy Fence hardware makes tensioning your fence easier. 

A possible one-person installation. Special brackets are 

necessary for inside corners, round pens, or sweeping corners 

when the rail is placed on the inside of your posts. 

 Our knowledgeable staff will be happy to explain how to install 

any special brackets and lag bolts. 

Legacy Bold Rail Accessories, superior horse safety.
Our engineers have designed, as well as field tested, all the Legacy 
Fence hardware we supply. Each piece is first hot-dip galvanized 
then powder coated to ensure it will hold up for the lifespan of 
your fence. Brackets allow the fence to flex on impact and can be 
determined for 2.4m, 3.0m or 3.6m post spacing. 

CODE: L5ICBK
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Internal Corner  

— Black — 135mm
SIZE: 135mm
COLOUR: Black

CODE: L5SBK
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Splice Plate Kit  

— Black — 135mm
SIZE:  135mm
COLOUR: Black

CODE: L5ICNL
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Internal Corner  

— Natural — 135mm
SIZE: 135mm
COLOUR: Natural

CODE: L5SNL
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Splice Plate Kit  

— Natural — 135mm
SIZE:  135mm
COLOUR: Natural

CODE: L5ICWT
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Internal Corner  

— White — 135mm
SIZE: 135mm
COLOUR: White

CODE: L5SWT
DESCRIPTION: Legacy Splice Plate Kit  

— White — 135mm
SIZE:  135mm
COLOUR: White

BLACK

NATURAL

WHITE


